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PLEASE SEE LETTER EMAILED EARLIER TODAY FROM THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES ABOUT THE CURRENT HEALTH CRISIS.
MR. JULIUS KLUGMAN ז''ל
It is with great sadness that we note the  פטירהof Mr. Julius Klugman, הח' ר' יואל בן הח' ר' משה, on עש''ק פ' כי
תשא, the 17th of Adar/ March 13th. Despite the Levaya’s taking place at short notice, and on a Friday
afternoon, a sizable number of people attended the Levaya, which took place outside of Shul. Mr.
Klugman’s entire essence was devoted to the Tzibur: He was a longtime member of the Kehilla’s Board
of Trustees, and as the Chairman of the Synagogue Committee since the 1960’s, Mr. Klugman ensured
that the Avoda in our Beis Knesses was performed with no glitches, and with the dignity and excellence
that is the hallmark of our Kehilla. From lining up Chazonim, Baalei Tefilla and Baalei Keriah, to overseeing
the apportioning of Mitzvos and Aliyos, Mr. Klugman saw to it all. He was always concerned about the
feeling of others and everything he did was with a Ponim Yofos. May all the  זכויותhe accrued through his
involvement in his many  צרכי ציבורredound to his family, the Kehilla, and Klal Yisroel.
יהי זכרו ברוך
PURIM
With the complement of beautiful, spring-like weather, Purim was celebrated with much enthusiasm in
our Kehilla. Our thanks go to Messrs. Michael Gutmann and Dovid Herbsman by night, and Rabbi Kalman
Strauss, Meir Hellman, and Dovid Herbsman for their excellent readings of the Megilla in the morning.
Chazon Ezra Lasdun led the Tefillos. We also thank those individuals who gave of their time on Purim, a
busy day, to read the Megilla for those unable to attend Shul.
On Leil Purim. a Mesibas Purim for men took place in the home of Rav and Rebbetzin Mantel. The
Bochurim of Rav Rubanowitz’s Beis Medrash celebrated their spirited Chagiga and Seudo in Moller Hall.
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We express our gratitude to  הקב''הthat the electrical fire which broke out late Purim night in a wall in the
apartment K line of 729 West 186th Street, a line occupied entirely by frum residents, caused no injuries.
All apartments experienced damage and a shut off of electricity, etc., but, with the help of neighbors and
friends, those affected still managed to experience Purim as a day of Simcha.
Once again, our Kehilla provided for the Mitzvah of giving Matonos LoEvyonim (as well as Machatzis
HaShekel and Ma’os Chittim) which were then distributed in an anonymous fashion to local families by
the Board of Trustees on Purim.
After Mincha Gedola on Purim day, the Choir sang “Ish Yehudi,” etc., followed by many of our members
(some more recognizable than others) joining in the dancing outside of Shul.
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Yeshivas Mordechai HaTzaddik was once again a success, ensuring that boys -and their fathers -partook
in Limud Torah, for an hour after Mincha. Rav Mantel addressed the attendees. Thanks are due to Rabbi
Menachem Kunofsky for arranging the program, and soliciting sponsorships for the wonderful prizes raffled
off.

CHEVRA SEUDOS
Sunday, March 1st / 5 Adar was the Chevra Kadisha’s annual Ta’anis, followed by its Seudah after nightfall.
The Chevra Kadisha DeNoshim held their annual Seuda earlier in the day. At the Chevra’s annual meeting,
held before Mincha (at which Vayechal was leined), it was suggested that a marker (or perhaps several,
for the various KAJ sections) be erected in the Beis Olam on which the Brocho one makes when visiting
would be inscribed. Dedication opportunities would be available.
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The delicious Seudo, which was catered by Mr. Yitzy Dyckman’s Lechayim Caterers, was ably chaired by
Rabbi Raphael M. Weis, who, citing the Peirush Yeshua Gedola of Rav Yehonoson Eibeschuetz, explained
why our Yom Tov is called Purim, in the plural, and not just Pur, as the Megilla calls Haman’s lottery. The
dais was graced by the presence of Rav Mantel, Rav Posen, and Rav Levi, and Chazon Ezra Lasdun led the
members in the singing of Tzomo Nafshi.
Rav Mantel’s address included the discussion of when a Chosson who will sit Shiva  בר מינןafter his Sheva
Brochos will begin his Aveilus, particularly in cases where the number of Sheva Brochos and days of Simcha
are not equal, as, for example, in the case of a Chasuna of an Alman and Almana.

Rav Levi spoke on the topic of  מבטלין תלמוד תורה לשמוע מקרא מגילהand under what circumstances would
such a situation arise.
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CHEVRA KADISHA DENOSHIM SEUDAH
Mrs. Esther Jacobovits graciously welcomed the ladies to the seudah. Mrs. Bobbie Gerstle created a lovely
spring-like atmosphere with her choice of table décor and Mr. Dyckman catered a tasty meal enjoyed by
all. Mr. Nulman, the musician, played lilting music to enhance the proceedings.
Mrs. Jacobovits noted the absence of Rebbetzin Gelley who was sitting shivoh in Israel for her brother,
Rabbi Chaim Isser Feldman ז''ל. May the Rebbetzin be comforted and only participate in simchos in the
future. The loss of Sonja Wechser and Sophie Taub  ע"הwas mentioned.
The ladies were delighted to have the opportunity to wish Esther Jacobovits mazel tov on the engagement
of her grandchild. May she and all of Klal Yisroel have many occasions to express good wishes for happy
occasions.
Rav Mantel reiterated important points he had delivered at the Agudah Convention. The Rav related
incidents where a family requested the Rav speak to the doctor of a seriously ill patient. A shomer
Shabbos M.D. recommended not to medically intervene because the patient was old and very sick. The
physician felt that the infirm person would not have quality of life. Rav Mantel queried, “What is quality
of life – being fit to run a marathon?” The Rav remarked, “If a person is sedentary and sits daily in a chair
and davens, she has a good life.” Another ill person was very depressed, so the Rav advised that people
should attempt to cheer her up. Both patients lived longer than the medical experts predicted and even
enjoyed participating in several Simchos. One woman residing in a facility was privileged to give chizuk to
a non-frum resident in the nursing home. Rav Mantel advised having a halachically sound health proxy
with the contact number of one’s Rav.
Rav Mantel explained that there are two ways of keeping a mitzvah: 1. It is mandatory from the Torah,
and 2. One’s heart moves him to perform the good deed. In Parshas Terumah “Nidvas Lev”, people’s
hearts moved them to donate for the vessels of the Mishkan. The sockets of the boards of the Mishkan
were financed by the obligatory Machatzis Hashekel. The sockets were the base, the foundation of the
Tabernacle. The elements of mandatory mitzvah and heartfelt deeds were involved in the Mishkan’s
construction.
The ladies of the Chevra are not commanded to do the Chevra task. The Chevra Kadisha members treat
their mission as a direct command, responding quickly to the Chesed Shel Emes task at hand. They
approach a Tahara with a sense of responsibility and with heart. The Rav gave brochos to all assembled
for good health, nachas and Simchos.
Rebbetzin Mantel began her remarks with a humorous anecdote. In the town of Eisenstock the Rav died.
The Rosh Hakohol, the community leader, searched for a new Rav. He approached a young Rabbi and
offered him the position. The Rabbi was reluctant to accept the offer and explained that he needs lot of
time to prepare a drosha and was concerned that if he needed to say a hesped at a funeral on short notice,
he would not be up to the task. The Rosh Hakohol advised him to move to the town, get to know the
residents and then he would be able to compose eulogies in advance which would fit the profile of the
deceased.
One day the Rosh Hakohol became ill and was bedridden. He requested that the Rabbi visit him
whereupon the ill man asked, “What remarks have you prepared for my hesped?” When the Rav finished
a wonderful eulogy, the ill man jumped up saying, “If I am that terrific, I intend to live a lot longer!” Life is
precious and must always be valued.
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The 7th of Adar is the day for Chevra Seudos. Most people with a talent or profession don’t want to be
idle. The exception are the members of the Chevra who do not want to be occupied with Taharos!
When Moshe Rabbeinu was niftar, the Chevra was idle; Hashem buried him. Moshe had the z’chus of
burying Yosef Hatzadik’s bones. Yosef was at the bottom of the sea in a casket filled with heavy lead
which the Egyptians had placed there. Serach bas Asher showed Moshe Rabbeinu the exact spot where
to retrieve Yosef, whereupon he lifted the aron on to his shoulders.
The luncheon ended with Birchas Hamazon led by Mrs. Meta Bechhofer and a sense of chizuk and
inspiration for all. We await the day when Chevra Kadisha tasks will be obsolete, upon the arrival of
Moshiach.
SIYUM MASSECHES BEROCHOS
Members of the morning and evening Daf Yomi Chaburos got together on Sunday morning, March 8/ 12
Adar for a breakfast Siyum in Moller Hall after Shacharis, celebrating their first Siyum Masechta in the new,
current Daf Yomi cycle.
Rabbi Johny Hellmann was mesayeim; Rabbi Elchonon Stern began Masseches Shabbos, and Rav Mantel
addressed all those participating. The Chaburos cordially invite new members to join them in their journey
through Masseches Shabbos, and beyond.
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SPECIAL SHIUR
On the occasion of the twenty-fifth Yahrzeit of our revered Moro D’Asro Rav Shimon Schwab, זצ''ל, the
preceding Thursday night’s Chumash Shiur, on March 5th/ 10 Adar was given by the Rav’s grandson, Rabbi
Doniel Schwab of Clifton, New Jersey, as a special Yahrzeit Shiur. Rabbi Schwab cited his grandfather’s
teachings on the Parashiyos of these weeks, and interwove them with personal memories he has of his
grandfather, the Rav.

SHELOSHIM OF MRS. SOPHIE TAUB ע''ה
On Leil Taanis Esther, Sunday evening March 8th friends and members gathered in Dombrow Beis Medrash
to hear Divrei Hisorrerus from Rav Mantel on the occasion of the Sheloshim of Mrs. Sophie Taub, מרת
צפורה בת הח' ר' קלונימוס הכהן ז''ל.
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Rav Mantel spoke, and noted that both Mrs. Sophie Taub as well as her late husband, Mr. Shmuel Dovid
Taub, were exemplars of VeHatzneia Leches Im Elokecho: Imcho, Elokecho. Someone who lives with Tznius
in his or her own life, will much more readily connect with  הקב''הWhose entire personification and
Hanhogo is Tznius. Such was this couple’s way of life, in all the myriad Mitzvos and Maasim Tovim which
they performed, a way of life almost unknown in today’s attention-seeking society.

FROM OUR YESHIVA
Purim
Purim and the Adar spirit were enjoyed in all of our Yeshiva’s departments, beginning with Funny Hat Day
for the younger divisions on Rosh Chodesh Adar, and culminating with various Chagigos and masquerades.

8th Grade Boys
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In conjunction with a research report and project on the boys’ namesakes and families which Rabbi
Avrohom Hoffman’s eighth grade Jewish History class recently completed, the boys enjoyed a special trip
to visit the archives of Agudath Israel of America, in Midtown Manhattan, for a behind-the-scenes look at
just one facet of Agudah’s work. The boys met with Rabbis Avi Shafran and Moshe Kolodny.

SISTERHOOD EVENT
“Mishenichnas Adar Marbin b'Simcha” was the theme of a joyful Talent Night orchestrated by the KAJ
Sisterhood on Rosh Chodesh Adar, Tuesday, February 25th. This unique event (a brainchild of Mrs. Breinie
Gutman), a first for our Sisterhood, showcased an array of talents within our community. As a result of a
flier requesting volunteers, several people offered their services, while other talented women were
approached and asked to perform. The goal was for women to spend quality time together in camaraderie,
relaxation and amusement without judgment or competition. Everyone who took center stage was an
amateur but truly performed like a professional!
Mrs. Judy Fulda served as emcee, setting the tone for a night of fun. The evening started appropriately with
a Dvar Torah by Miss Shayna Weinberg-Gordon who tied her words to the upcoming holiday of Purim and
cleverly incorporated the sum of money that Haman offered to put into the king's treasury (10,00 silver
talents) into her speech. Misses Esther Biel and Hannah Sitzmann, two gifted musicians, played a piano
duet as well as a piano and violin duet. Miss Shani Kaish expertly played a Bach sonata on her flute. The
“Bennett Barbershop Quartet,” comprised of Misses Leiba Winter, Rivka Halpert, Sara Chana Weinberger
and Esther Biel, debuted, singing a musical medley they called “Thank You, Friends” as a way to thank the
Washington Heights community for the friendship they have experienced since moving in. Miss Shayna
Kahn gave a heartfelt performance with her beautiful voice and Mrs. Judy Rieser kept the audience in
stitches talking about hilarious aspects of being a wife, a daughter, a mom and ...Judy Rieser! Mrs. Ruthy
Feigenbaum did a step-by-step demonstration of making almond bark, from showing how to melt the
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chocolate to mixing in assorted ingredients and then adding toppings. By the time Talent Night was over,
the Almond Bark (2 flavors!) had hardened and was available to everyone for sampling. Truly a yummy way
to end an evening of unity, friendship and true talent!
Thanks go to Mrs. Raizel (nee Gutman) Hutman for designing the original flier, to Mrs. Rivka Lewin for
designing the postcard and to Mrs. Gitty Levi for designing the Program. Much appreciation to Mrs. Frumet
Tova Sussman for taking care of the delicious refreshments and to Mrs. Ray Adler who organized with
Rabbi Moller the loan of the microphones. But most especially, thanks to the seriously skilled performers
who volunteered their time and energies to put themselves out there for the Klal and put smiles on the
faces of everyone who was in attendance!
ONLY WITH JOY
On Sunday evening, February 23rd/ 29 Shevat, the Senior Social Clubs sponsored the showing of the
documentary film, Only with Joy, the life story of Rav Meir Shapiro, זצ''ל. Not blessed with children of his
own, Rav Shapiro called the Daf Yomi movement he started, and his Yeshivas Chachmei Lublin, his son
and his daughter. Rav Shapiro, in his tragically short lifetime, changed Klal Yisroel to this day, through the
establishment of Daf Yomi, and through the idea, and reality, of a well-appointed Yeshiva that would take
care of its Talmidim’s both physical and spiritual sustenance, which Rav Shapiro nourished, very literally,
through his life-blood. The film was introduced by Mr. David Hoff, a long-time Daf Yomi participant himself.
NEWS FROM MORIAH SENIOR CENTER
Moriah seniors celebrated Adar in joyous style! We kicked off the month with our annual Intergenerational
Hamantasch Bake. Morah Miriam Huffman’s Pre-1A boys came over to roll, pinch, fill—and shmooze with
our members! Don’t they look adorable in their chef’s hats?
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Moriah held its annual masquerade, this year with a Wizard of Oz theme, on Shushan Purim. Each senior
received a deluxe Mishloach Monos containing chocolate-covered pretzels and sparkling grape juice.
Partygoers were entertained by a surprise performance by the Amazing Bottle Dancers.

Moriah is committed to continuing to serve our seniors during this COVID-19 outbreak. Moriah is
providing, on an ongoing basis, takeout meals. Pick up is available between the hours of 12 pm -1:45 pm,
Monday-Thursday, and 11:00 am -12:45 pm on Fridays. In addition, we will be available to our members
over the phone to assist in any way we can. While supplies last, we will be distributing an emergency box
containing enough kosher food for three meals. These boxes, courtesy of Citymeals on Wheels, should
be saved for the event of an emergency, and not consumed immediately. Any senior who is unable to
come in to the Center, but relies on our food, should call our office immediately at 212-923-5715. Any
senior who would like a check-in phone call from one of our staff every 2-3 days, should please notify the
office.
If you have any questions or concerns about these, or any other issues, do not hesitate to contact Shuli
Gutmann. If you would like to volunteer during this difficult time, please reach out to us as well.
At the time of this newsletter’s distribution, Moriah will have distributed 120 jam-packed (pun intended)
Pesach Grocery Bags to seniors, filled with both essentials as well as treats for the upcoming Yom Tov.
If you are 60+, working or retired, this might be the time to come in and register. See what Moriah can
offer you. If you would like to receive our monthly newsletter via email, please contact us at
moriahcenter@gmail.com.
SOCIAL REGISTER
Rav and Rebbetzin Meir Levi on the marriage of their son, Yehuda to Itah Weinberger.
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Our heartiest mazel tov wishes to mazel tov to Mr. and Mrs. Yehoshua Cahn on the birth of their
son. Our good wishes to the grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Avram Cahn and the great-grandparents,
Hon. and Mrs. Herman Cahn, Mrs. Agnes Goldsmith and Rabbi and Mrs. Joel Sperka.
All our good wishes to Mr. and Mrs. Samson Bechhofer on the birth of their granddaughter. Mazel
tov to the parents, Shlomo and Esti Bechhofer of Los Angeles and the great-grandmothers, Mrs.
Meta Bechhofer and Mrs. Martha Hexter.
Our heartiest mazel tov wishes to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Mansbach on the Bar Mitzvah of their grandson,
Eli Mansbach. Mazel tov to the parents, Avi and Rochel Itta Mansbach and the grandparents, Rabbi
and Mrs. Yaakov Moshe Gutfreund. At the same time, we are delighted to wish the Mansbachs
another mazel tov on the birth of their granddaughter. All the best to the parents, Dovid and Devorah
Mansbach and the grandmother, Mrs. Chaya Rivkah Leiser.
Mr. and Mrs. David Rubinstein are happy to announce the birth of their grandson. Best wishes to the
parents, Dovid and Nechama Engle of Yerushalayim, the grandmother, Mrs. Sondra Engle and the
great-grandmother, Mrs. Elsa Rubinstein.
All our good wishes to Mrs. Sandra Wachspress on the Bar Mitzvah of her grandson, Yitzchok
Halberstam. Mazel tov to the parents, Shaulie and Gabrielle Halberstam of Passaic and the
grandparents, Michoel and Faigie Halberstam.
Mazel tov to Mr. Norby Wartelsky on the birth of his grandson. Our best wishes to the parents,
Leah and Eli Hoffnung, the grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hoffnung and Mr. and Mrs. Avi
Keilson and the great-grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Keilson.
Heartiest mazel tov wishes to Mrs. Karla Wertheim upon the engagement of her grandson, Yoel Zev
Smith to Sara Skurnik. Mazel tov to the parents, Rabbi and Mrs. Sholom Smith and Rabbi and
Mrs. Dovid Skurnik. Special mazel tov to the grandparents, Rabbi and Mrs. Joel Skurnik, Rabbi
Nussbaum and Mrs. Toby Smith.
It gives us much pleasure to extend mazel tov wishes to Mr. and Mrs. Yehuda Levy on the Bar Mitzvah
of their son, Chaim Yaakov on Parshas Tetzaveh. Mazel tov to the grandparents, Rabbi and Mrs.
Ronny Levy, Rabbi and Mrs. Reuven Bulka and Mrs. Chaya Sarah Jakobovits.
Rabbi and Mrs. Chanoch Katzenstein happily announce the birth of their grandson. Best wishes to
the parents, Avi and Menucha Katzenstein, the grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Avrohom Katz and
the great-grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Eric Katzenstein.
Mazel tov to Rabbi and Mrs. Binyomin Klugmann on the birth of their grandson in Eretz Yisroel.
Mazel tov to the parents, Rabbi and Mrs. Pesach Klugmann and the great-grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Hillel Gross.
All our good wishes Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Lanzkron on the birth of their grandson. Mazel tov to the
parents, Dr. and Mrs. Yitzchak Weinberger, the grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Moshe Weinberger
and the great-grandmothers, Mrs. Edith Silverman and Mrs. Zehava Ungar.
It gives us much pleasure to extend mazel tov wishes to Mrs. Bertha Trepp on the birth of her greatgrandson. Mazel tov to the parents, Ozi and Brocha Babad and the grandparents, Ellen and Allen
Strauss.
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Our heartiest mazel tov wishes to Mr. Scott Smith upon his marriage to Chana Wolfson. Mazel tov
to their parents, Dr. and Mrs. Sanford Smith and Mr. and Mrs. Barry Wolfson.
Mrs. Shirley Auslander and Mr. and Mrs. Kurt Oppenheimer are happy to announce the
engagement of their granddaughter, Breindy Oppenheimer to Simcha Zev Nussbaum. Mazel tov
to the parents, Rabbi and Mrs. Yechiel Oppenheimer and Rabbi and Mrs. Dovid Nussbaum.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
•

Whenever Maariv is recited before nightfall, one is obligated to repeat the three Parashiyos of
Shema after night.

The Achdus Group's Shabbos HaGadol Meals program has been cancelled, due to
the coronavirus pandemic. Iy'H next year in Yerushalayim.

PESACH ANNOUNCEMENTS
•

To contribute towards our Moaus Chittim Fund, please click on:
https://www.kajinc.org/form/maos-chittim.html

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Matzo orders – We will email those who requested matzo pick up regarding the procedures.
Kashering of Utensils: Details to follow.
Siyum for Bechorim Details to follow.
The Mikveh will NOT be open for men on Erev Pesach.
Burning of Chometz: Details to follow.
The prohibition of eating Chometz on Erev Pesach begins at 10:15 AM.
The prohibition of using and owning Chometz begins one hour later at 11:15 AM. All Chometz
must be removed by that time and Kol Chamiro recited again.
Eiruv Tavshilin must be made on Erev Pesach, Wednesday, April 8th.
The morning davening for Shabbos Chol HaMoed is with the 7th day’s davening in the Roedelheim
Machzor.

•
•

___

DONATIONS
Donation of library size 8 volume elucidated and annotated Mishna Berura on Hilchos Shabbos by
the publisher, Ohr Olam.
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בס"ד
I would like to thank my family and friends for contributing to the ad in
the Dinner Journal on the occasion of my special birthday.
May we be zoche to continue sharing in one another’s Simchos in good
health.
My best wishes for a חג כשר ושמח.
Martin Nussbaum
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FROM THE KEHILLA
Rebbetzin Angeline Gelley (52 Madison Avenue, Room 204, Lakewood) mourns the passing of her brother,
Rabbi Chaim Isser Feldman
Mrs. Judy Gruenebaum (16 Carlton Road, Monsey) and children, Rabbi Yoseif Yechiel Gruenebaum, Rabbi
Mordechai Gruenebaum, Rabbi Meyer Gruenebaum and Mrs. Penina Bick mourn the passing of her
husband, their father and our member, Mr. Shlomo (Werner) Gruenebaum
Mrs. Chanie Monoker (302 Twin Oaks Drive, Lakewood) mourns the passing of her mother, Mrs. Sara
Leah Grunfeld
Mrs. Rivkah Moeller (200 Bennett Avenue) mourns the passing of her sister, Mrs. Dorothy Bamberger
Mrs. Sophie Klugman (739 W. 186th Street), Mr. Moshe Meir Klugman (360 Cabrini Boulevard), Mrs. Sarah
Schwab and Mrs. Miriam Katz mourn the passing of her husband, their father and our member, Mr.
Julius J. Klugman

GEMILLUS CHASSODIM & FREE LOAN FUND
Zum Andenken an Frau Rabbiner Rika Breuer, o.h. (Adar/Nisan) ................................................. 173.40
For the Yahrzeit of our beloved mother, Meta Kohn, o.h. (11 Adar) ............................................. 36.00

PHOTO CREDITS:
Many thanks to Mr. Alan Ettlinger, Mr. Ben Ettlinger, Mr. & Mrs. Ezra and Debbie Hes, Mrs.
Chava Gordimer and Mrs. Shuli Gutmann, who provided the photographs featured in this
issue of the KAJN.

EVAN MONUMENTS

מצבות אבן

MONUMENTS AND GRAVE BEDS

GARY EICHHORN
Showroom
1898 Flatbush Avenue
Telephone: 718-375-5333

Brooklyn, NY 11210
Fax: 718-252-9300
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From the Memorbook of our Kehilla
Nisan
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
8
8
8
8

Carl Katzenstein-NY
Recha Meyer-Gelsenkirchen
Maier Eisenmann-Ffm
A. Hichenberg-Ffm
Hanna Adler-Wien
Dr. Arthur Spier-NY
Abraham SiegelHergershausen
Nathan Kaufmann-Ffm-NY
Sara Alexander-Vallendar
Sara Kapp-Marburg
Jacob Breuer-NY-Jerusalem
Nanni BodenheimerBrooklyn
Sara Lange-Ffm
Else Bauer-Nassauer-NY
Gerda Berliner-NY
Minna Katzenstein-NY
Isaak Strauss-Den Haag-Ffm
Alice Strauss-Den Haag-Ffm
Fanny Les-Antwerpen-NY
Feist Katz-Rhine
Dr. Max Meyer-NY
Nathan W. Strauss-NY
Hannchen BodenheimerBiblis
Sara Strauss-Lohr-Burghaun
Siegmund Halberstadt-NY
Ernst Asher-Ffm
Berthold Daube-Amsterdam
Hermann Loebenberg-NY
Tilde Katzenstein-NY
Arthur Rosenstock-NY
Nanette Fleischmann-Bronx
Ethel Katzenstein-NY
Sofie HoechstaedterNoerdlingen
Felix Halberstadt-Hamburg

8
9
9
10
10
10
11
12
12
12
12
13
13
14
14
15
15
15
15
15
16
16
17
17
18
18
18
18
19
19
20
20

Frederick Wohlfarth-NY
Simon Strauss-LohrBurghaun
Herman Blach-Eschwege
Hannchen HammelburgerNY
Clara Dittman-Aufsess
Joseph Schneider
Julius Katz-GuxhagenKassel
Salomon HeilbrunnNenterhausen
Jenny Ries-Ffm
Esther Neumann, nee MarxNashville, TN
Salo Schlanger-NY
Karl Grebenau-Ffm
Anne Froehlich-Bad
Mergentheim
Ferd.Baer-Ffm
Rahel Wormser-Ffm
Amalie Schueler-Weiden
Eva Marx-NY
Hanna Moos-Ffm
Gerda Katzenstein-NY
Hanna H. Wertheim-NY
Felix Bondi-Baltimore
Oscar Katzenstein-NY
Salomon Schachter-Wicznitz
Ruben Salomon-Cambridge
Frau Rabbiner Sophie
Breuer-Ffm
Dina Rosenthal-Ffm
Manfred Katzenstein-NY
Max Sonn-NY
Jacob Eis-NY
Abraham Roos-NY
Erna Levi-NY
Johanna Nussbaum-NY

20
20
22
22
23
23
23
23
24
24
24
24
25
25
25
26
26
26
27
27
27
27
28
28
28
28
29
29
30

Hannchen Strauss-NY
Sessi Wertheim-Ffm
Josef GreilsheimerFriesheim
Abraham Walheimer-Aurich
Gretchen Wallerstein-Ffm
Hefel BambergerWiesenfeld
Herz Kaufmann-Gross
Krotzenburg
Jane Rapp-NY
Richard FreudenbergerDarmstadt
Julius Dingfelder-Uhlfeld
Johanna HeilbrunnNenterhausen
Max Mariam-Ffm
Adolf Eisner-NY
Henriette VogelAschaffenburg
Flora Kaufmann-NY
Isaac Jonas Gladenbach
Max Straus-NY
Karl Klugmann-NY
Kurt Fischel-NY
Ella Neuhaus-NY
Dr. Leo Rothschild-NY
Gella Homburger-FfmChicago
Edgar Wohlfarth-Ffm
Regina WalterKleinsteinach-Muenchen
Janchen Wallach-Oberaula
Raphael Strauss-MilanoBaltimore
Berthold Nussbaum-NY
Auguste Grebenau-Ffm
David Ernest Neufeld-NY
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SHAATNEZ
Shaatnez (wool and linen) is often found in garments bought even from a reliable Jewish clothing store.
Therefore, it is forbidden to wear any man’s, woman’s or child’s garment that contains wool or linen
until it has been determined not to contain shaatnez.
WE ARE NOT ACCEPTING GARMENTS FOR SHAATNEZ TESTING AT THIS TIME
____________________________________________________________________________________

Chevra Kadisha

When the services of the Chevra Kadisha are required - Bar Minon - kindly
contact any of the following immediately:
OFFICE OF THE CONGREGATION
1-212-923-3582
LEON GERSTLE —100 Bennett Avenue
Cell: 917-733-3639
PINCHAS KATZENSTEIN —100 Bennett
201-399-4494
All levaya arrangements must be made verbally with the Chevra Kadisha or the Kehilla office.
Family members should not contact the Plaza Jewish Community Chapel. To avoid mix-ups, the
Chevra Kadisha will communicate with the Plaza Jewish Community Chapel regarding levaya
arrangements.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Synagogue, 85-93 Bennett Avenue, New York, NY 10033
Office: 700 W. 186 Street
E-mail
Fax
Phone in Shul
Mikveh - 4351 Broadway
Yeshiva Executive Office
Yeshiva Office
Mesivta Office
Jewish Community Council

212-923-3582
212-923-5936
office@kajinc.org
212-781-4275
212-923-3614
212-923-1100
212-568-6250
212-568-6200
212-781-3399
212-568-5450

Rav Yisroel Mantel (Study)
Rav Jacob Posen
Rav Chaim Kohn
Email:
Rabbi Moses Edelstein
Fax
Email:
Mr. Victor Sussman
Kehilla Maintenance
Moriah Senior Center

212-781-1345
212-740-0020
718—252-3343
rabbikohn@gmail.com
845-425-9089
845-356-2938
kashrus@kajinc.org
212-568-2867
maintenance@kajinc.org
212-923-5715

www.moriahseniorcenter.org

HATZOLOH: 1-212-230-1000 or 1-212-387-1750

